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I - GENERAL

The study of dynamic response of an LMFBR to normal and acci-

dental transients needs first of all a simulation code taking into

account all the important effects. The DYN-1 code aims at this

target. If represents with a sufficiently accurate meshing the

core in a 2D geometry for the thermal and reactivity effects, while

the kinetics of this core are calculated with a point model. The

primary pool, secondary loops, steam generator are also repre-

sented, as well as the control and protective systems. Figure 1

gives a schematic representation of this code applied to Super

Phenix 1. Simpler codes are sometimes good enough for parametric

studies.

The dynamic studies of this plant are related to different

situations which can be classified in the following groups :

- normal operation ; the stability of the reactor in a steady

state situation, or with power or frequency regulation,

- the normal transients from one power level to another (startup
procedures),

- the incidental situations, with the protective shut-down systems

operative (for instance loss of electric supply power),

- the hypothetical accidental situations without scram.

The first three groups of problems arise necessarily in the

study of each plant ; the last group is related to very hypothe-

tical situations, the probability of which can be made very low

by a high reliability of the shut-down system. Also the need to

study them depends on this reliability and subsequently on the

philosophy which the licensing authorities adopt.

II - REACTIVITY EFFECTS

If the study of the dynamic behaviour is specially focused

on the core, the different mechanisms playing a role in reacti-

vity are of prime importance.

First, it is necessary to know the neutronic reactivity

coefficients related to all the meshes of the core (pcm/atom) for

the different materials, as well as the Doppler coefficient. These

are neutronic data which are certainly hard to know, but whose

accuracy we do not discuss here.

The use of these coefficients to determine the global effects

of the different physical mechnisms is the next step.

Taking into account the sodium expansion effect presents no

major problem, neither does the thermal expansion of the grid

plate, of the d a d s and of the hexcans, except for the bowing

effect.

This latter effect is due to the contact of the different

hexcans at the level of the pads, so that a temperature rise at X
>t h i s l e v e l leads to a general expansion o f the co re . The d e t e r m i - O

nat ion o f t h i s expansion needs to take i n t o account the mechani- O j

cal r e s t r a i n t s by the ne igbour ing hexcans, as we l l as the f i x a - ^

t i o n i n the g r i d p l a t e . The thermal deformat ion o f the hexcans ^

as wel l as swe l l i ng a lso p lay an impor tan t r o l e . Because ot the



non symetric geometry of the core structure, this analysis needs
a complicated 3D mechanical code. It can be expected that the
influence of the restraints and the thermal deformation is im-
portant, especially for large flat cores.

The evaluation of the Doppler effects needs an accurate
knowledge of the fuel temperatures during the whole transient,
and this passes through the gap conductance.

At the steady state conditions before the transient, this
gap conductance depends mainly on the burn-up in the different
meshes. But during the transient, as sodium temperatures and
linear power may vary in different ways, the gap geometry varies
.also according to the thermal expansions of the different mate-
rials, and its conductance depends moreover on the quantity of
fission gas inside the pin.

So, for instance, in a transient where the clad temperature
increases faster than the fuel temperature (LOF without scram ;

'Na increases whereas the reactivity feed-back effects decrease
the power ; see example later) the differential thermal expansion
between clad and fuel opens the gap, and an additional thermal
resistance has to be taken into account.

As fission gas has a much lower thermal conductivity as the
He fill up gas, this additional thermal resistance increases
with the burn-up.

The expansion of fuel may depend either on its own tempera-
ture, (free fuel) either on that of the clad, if fuel is consi-
dered linked to the clad at high burn-up.

The differential expansion between control rods and the
vessel is also an important effect but with a rather long time
constant. This can be determined by transient thermal analysis.

The influence of the above described effects is shown on
some examples of protected and unprotected transients.
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III - ANALYSIS OF SOME PROTECTED AND UNPROTECTED TRANSIENTS

111.1/ Protected transients

As an example, we study an accidental situation corres-
ponding to the total rupture of one pipe connecting a primary
pump to the core diagrid, out of a total of 8. The hydraulic
consequence is a rapid decrease of the primary flow through the
core, from 100 % to 45 % in two seconds; Figure 2 gives the evolu-
tions of the important parameters.

Scram is produced by the core outlet temperature wich
rises very quickly so that it's trip-level is reached after 3
seconds. The maximum temperature reached at the outlet of the
hot assembly is -v. 715*C.

This sodium temperature increase produces very quickly
a positive reactivity leading to a power increase (+ 4X).

We see that the Doppler effect has a favorable limiting
effect, as it gives a negative reactivity and a decrease of power.
But the presence of the safety trip-levels complicates the beha-
viour. For example, with a reduced Doppler effect, we could
expect (non realistic assumption) a greater increase in reactivity
and in power but we would reach very rapidly the positive reac-
tivity trip-level that would produce the scram.

So in this case, the temperature rise would be smaller.
(With Doppler reduced to 50%, T m a x = 660°C and with Doppler = 0,

max
640°C).



111.2/ Unprotected transients

As another example, we analyse the behaviour of SPX 1

during the transient "total loss of electric supply without scram

but with Diesels start up at 15% of primary and secondary Flow".

This stability can be shown using a dynamic code , cal-

culating the response to small pertubances. We can say that all

the negative effects are favorable (Doppler, expansion of fuel

and rods, pads) whereas an unfavorable effect is the positive

sodium effect.
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The primary pumps' halving time is equal to 50 seconds,

the physic constants of the core are taken at the equilibrium at

the- begining of cycle.

At the loss of electric supply, the primary and secon-

dary flow decrease, the core outlet temperatures increase, and

the feed-back reactivity effects produce a power decrease.

The maximum core outlet temperatures are reached at

the start up of the Diesels, (T _„ hot assembly = 830°C). We see

that the most important negative effect is the differential

expansion between core and rods ; this effect works because of

the large halving time of the pumps. As power decreases, the

Doppler effect is positive ; we calculated that with a reduced

Doppler effect (50%) the maximum' temperature at the outlet of

the hot assembly would be reduced to 775°C.

With end of cycle conditions, the behaviour of the

core will be different, and we may expect higher temperatures.

IV - DESIRABLE FEED-BACK CHARACTERISTICS

IV.1/ Normal operation

The feed-back characteristics insure the stability of

the reactor in normal operation, either at constant nominal power

as well as with power regulation.

IV.2/ Safety considerations

The necessity or desirability of feed-back caracteris-

tics for safety considerations depends largely on the objectives

which are pursued and on the general philosophy adopted by the

licensing authorities. Do we consider safety essentially in the

presence of a reliable control and shut-down system, or have we

to consider a failure of these shutdown systems ? In the latter

case, do we want to limit the consequences of an HCDA ,for instance

limit the energy release, or do we want to have an intrinsic

safety so that a stable and safe situation can be reached without

any core disruption ?

Because of the contradictory character of the desirable

feed-back characteristics depending on the objective, we would'

first give the principal emphasis to the core in normal and inci-

dental situations (for instance, a negative Doppler).

If furthermore we would like to achieve supplementary

safety against hypothetical accidental situations, we probably

could find this safety with design features around the core, as

pump inertia, rod expansion (thermal or hydraulic). But all these

features, besides their theoretical interest, need development

s.tudies and experiments and create their own problems, and one

has to be \ery cautions not to introduce new draw backs for normal

operation.
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